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PURPOSE: To establish guidelines to investigate a telephone bomb threat. 

POLICY: The goal of the Cleveland Division of Police regarding telephone bomb 

threats is to protect the health and safety of involved persons. Use extreme 

caution when responding to a bomb threat. 

PROCEDURES:    

I. The Communications Control Section (CCS) shall assign bomb threat assignments

to plain clothes officers from the affected district.

A. If plain clothes officers are not available, the sector supervisor shall:

1. Respond to the scene; or

2. Send a uniform patrol car until civilian dress officers are able to

respond.  The uniformed officers may be released from the scene when

civilian dress officers arrive.

B. Exception:  The Officer-in-Charge of the Building Security Unit shall assign

officers to investigate bomb threats received at Police Headquarters and

ensure investigative guidelines, notifications, and necessary reports are

completed.

II. Investigation Guidelines for telephone bomb threats:

A. When a call is received that a bomb is on a premises the call taker shall:

1. Keep the caller on the phone as long as possible.
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2. Note the exact time of the call. 

 

3. Note the exact words used by the caller. 

 

4. Pay attention to characteristics of the caller such as: 

 

a) Race, gender, and estimated age. 

 

b) Noticeable accent. 

 

c) Background noises that may give a clue to the caller’s identity or 

whereabouts. 

 

B. When the caller hangs up, dial *69 on the telephone keypad to see if the 

automatic callback will relay the caller’s phone number. 

 

C. Immediately notify CCS, which will alert the Emergency Medical Services 

and the Division of Fire. 

 

III. Upon arrival at the scene: 

 

A. Do not use a radio transmitter within 300 feet of the device or suspected area 

of the bomb threat. 

 

B. Formulate plans to protect the public and personnel at the bomb threat 

location.  

 

C. Proceed as though there is a confirmed explosive device. 

 

D. Respond quickly to the scene without drawing undue attention. 

 

E. Be alert to suspicious activity in the area. 

 

F. Be calm. 

 

G. Interview complainant to verify information and determine the nature of the 

call. 

 

H. Assist in the search for the bomb’s location: 
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1. Use employees and supervisors who are familiar with the area. 

 

2. Concentrate on areas that are accessible to the public. 

 

3. Look for items or objects which appear out of place or suspicious. 

 

I. If a suspicious object or bomb is found or there has already been an explosion 

on the premises. 

 

1. Be aware there may be a second explosive device. 

 

2. Evacuate the area within a 300 foot (100 paces) radius around the 

suspected explosive device. 

 

3. Immediately notify CCS by TELEPHONE.  CCS shall notify the 

Bomb Squad, SWAT, Intelligence Unit and other necessary units or 

agencies. 

 

4. NEVER move, touch or attempt to cover any device suspected to 

be a bomb. 

 

J. Upon arrival at the scene, the Bomb Squad will take charge of all police 

operations regarding the explosive device. 

 

IV. The reporting officer shall complete a structured Form-1 on “Bomb Threats”, and 

make three copies.  The original shall be retained at the district/unit and a copy 

forwarded to Special Operations, Intelligence Unit, and the Bomb Squad Unit. 
 

V. Aircraft  

 

A. When a member receives a threat at or regarding Cleveland Hopkins 

International Airport or Burke Lakefront Airport, the member shall make 

notification in accordance with that airport’s procedures. 
 

B. A member who receives a threat involving private aircraft at non-airport 

locations shall make the same notifications as other bomb threats, and a CCS 

supervisor shall notify the Federal Aviation Administration and the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation of the bomb threat. 

 

MM/TAH/JCO/ajg 

Policy & Procedures Unit 
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